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- Teachers and Yr 9 students from Enterprise South Liverpool Academy
- Michaela Alfred Kamara – Anti-Slavery International
- International Slavery Museum education
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- Run by MLA – Aims to inspire young people into active citizenship
- Study a historical campaign - then and now
- Make yourself heard – tactics and skills
- Run your campaign – Issues, allies and research
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Handling sessions
Introduction to modern-day slavery session
Designing logos and Tools of the Abolitionists
Collections access – Obama campaign collections
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Designing a campaign - White Gold exhibition

Choosing a campaign logo and name and implementing campaign

T-Shirt printing, badges and wristbands
Young campaigners success!

Said Business Centre, Oxford, June 2012

Students campaign to end child cotton slavery

By Jane Lye

GARSTON Invited to speak at Oxford University

Students from the Enterprise South Liverpool Academy, who were chosen to address a national forum with their work using social media to implement a textile code of conduct for child cotton slavery.

They were invited to speak at the forum, held in the Said Business Centre at the University of Oxford, and to discuss their work with other younger campaigners and stakeholders. They were also invited to speak at the Oxford University Textile Club, which is working on a project to create a textile code of conduct for child cotton slavery.

The students were chosen to speak at the forum because of their work at Enterprise South Liverpool Academy, where they have been involved in a project to create a textile code of conduct for child cotton slavery. They have been working with other younger campaigners and stakeholders to create a textile code of conduct for child cotton slavery.

The students have been working on this project since the beginning of the year, and they have been involved in a number of activities, including a workshop at the University of Oxford and a visit to the Oxford University Textile Club.
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- Group Invited to speak at the The 1st Children's’ Summit on Hands on Science and Environmental Education, in Antalya, Turkey.

- The main theme is 'Science and Environment'.
Cut Cotton Crimes campaign

“You are continuing a tradition of activism started over 300 years ago by British people who stood up to end slavery. You are the modern-day incarnations of Thomas Clarkson, Elizabeth Heyrick, and Olaudah Equiano, carrying the abolitionist mantle saying, ‘slavery is wrong and we are taking action to end it.”

Aidan McQuade, Director, Anti-Slavery International